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By BRIELLE JAEKEL

While WeChat has become such a prolific force in China, Western brands are rethinking how to interact with
consumers via text message by leveraging Apple's Business Chat.

Previously, brands were tapping SMS for marketing endeavors similar to email blasts, often letting customers know
when deals and events were occurring. This one-sided format of interaction is now outdated (see story), as
consumers seek greater two-way communication with brands, causing luxury brands such as Burberry and
Hodinkee to jump onboard early for Apple Business Chat.

"With the launch of Apple Business Chat in the Hodinkee Shop, our shop editors now have a powerful
communication tool that connects them directly to customers and enables them to quickly and efficiently respond
in real-time," said Russell Kelly, chief commercial officer at Hodinkee. "The ability to connect with an individual
online who provides a quality customer service interaction is paramount to the luxury shopping experience, and
Apple Business Chat gives us that capability."

Discussing the future
Currently still in beta, Apple Business Chat is the West's response to WeChat.

Burberry, Fairmont, Four Seasons, Tamara Mellon, MatchesFashion.com and Hodinkee are just a few of the luxury
brands, retailers and services available through Business Chat.

The experience allows customers to easily interact with brands for a variety of topics such as scheduling
appointments, making product inquiries, paying for purchases and more in the same way they would communicate
with friends.
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Apple Business Chat allows users to easily select delivery times. Image credit: Apple

Apple is making Business Chat to extremely accessible and user friendly by allowing iOS users who are looking up
businesses in the Maps application, Safari or Search to click a symbol for messages to start interacting with
businesses.

Companies will not be able to contact customers unless the customer reaches out first, and communication will end
as soon as the user deletes the thread. With privacy becoming such an important issue today on mobile devices and
social media, Apple is ensuring its users feel safe.

As consumers have noted their preference for live chat and messaging with brands over phone calls, there will
likely be an even greater shift in the market now that Apple is making it more user friendly.

Most of the interactions on Business Chat will be with a live representative from the brand, but if not, the ability to be
connected with one will be fast and convenient. Automated responses will only be used to answer simple requests.

Online watch publication Hodinkee is tapping Apple Business Chat with partner Shopify to allow for conversational
commerce.

Users can interact with a Shop Editor for any questions and product information, but they are also able to purchase
their items without leaving iMessage. Powered by Shopify, the experience allows users to transact using Apple Pay.
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Hodinkee's shopping experience in Apple Business Chat powered by Shopify. Image credit: Hodinkee

Consumers click "Chat with Messages" on Hondinkee's Web site in Safari to be connected.

"The number one relationship an entrepreneur has is with their customers," said Michael Perry, director of product at
Shopify. "It is  the oxygen' supply to every business owner since the beginning of commerce.

"Our integration with Apple Business Chat will uniquely allow our merchants to establish, maintain and
communicate with their customers directly through Messages," he said. "Today, we are bringing all 800,000 of our
merchants one step closer to their customers and giving them the advantage they need to build their business the
way entrepreneurs have for thousands of years: through conversations."

Growing the conversation
While similar efforts have been made through Facebook Messenger and Twitter direct messaging, the Apple
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Business Chat launch makes texting with brands more sophisticated and accessible. This means conversational
commerce in the West is likely to see a surge.

Even though technology is taking over some aspects of brand interactions, the continued importance of human
service cannot be overlooked.

During a panel discussion hosted by the Luxury Marketing Council on June 25, speakers agreed that luxury brands
need to strike a balance between digital and physical assistance, since some aspects of customer service cannot be
replicated through technology. Technology is also giving brands additional tools to deliver personalization,
particularly when combined with a human touch (see story).

Brands that focus on real human interaction with Apple Business chat will win out.

In addition to fashion and retail brands, Four Seasons and Fairmont are showing that luxury hospitality is making a
statement on Business Chat. The hospitality industry is one that could benefit significantly from introducing this
form of interaction.

To prepare for the travelers of the future, luxury hospitality brands need to streamline their services and offerings
from beginning to end.

During a webinar presented by Phocuswire and sponsored by Amadeus Hospitality, industry experts discussed how
technology is influencing travelers' new expectations. Incorporating more streamlined technology such as Business
Chat will help larger hotel groups offer improved personal service (see story).

"Apple Business Chat is more than just texting it offers the ability to open another channel of commerce through
texts," said Kathleen Fischer, director of marketing at Boston Retail Partners. "One of the differences between
Business Chat and other SMS programs is that it allows direct interaction between the retailer and customer,
allowing a customer to search for a store in Maps and easily open a line of communication directly with the store
owner to ask questions, get recommendations and even purchase an item using Apple Pay through iMessage.

"This is a great way for luxury brands to offer real-time personalized communication and further enhance the
customer relationship," she said.
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